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ANAHUACALMECAC

INTERNATIONAL
UNIVERSITY
PREPARATORY
A State Board of Education Authorized Public Charter
School

WE ARE RELENTLESS
XQUEMAN TIHQUITOS KA, MASQUE TIHCMATE ITITLANTOQUEH
SOMOS TENACES
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Aliquam ultrices
FACT
”38 million U.S. Residents, 5
and older, speak Spanish at
home.”
@
“IN EACH ONE A SEED,
OF EACH A SEED PLANTER.”

“IN EACH
ONE A SEED,
OF EACH to
A SEED
PLANTER.”
Our Mission:
Anahuacalmecac
is dedicated
student
academic excellence,
Native wisdom, an appreciation of the cultural and intellectual heritage of
EN CADA UN@,
DE CADA
UN@ UN
SEMBRADOR
Indigenous
PeoplesUN@
and SEMILLA,
the promotion
of positive
social
awareness.OWe
SEMBRADORA
consciously strive to provide students effective and comprehensive pedagogy
through a globally inclusive curriculum within a positive, supportive learning
CE CENTETL CE XINAXTLI, CE CENTETL CE TOCANI.
environment involving students, teachers, parents and staff.

EN CADA UN@, UN@ SEMILLA, DE CADA
UN@ UN SEMBRADOR O SEMBRADORA

Anahuacalmecac
International
University
Preparatory
of
North
America
(“Anahuacalmacac”) and her sister school
Xinaxcalmecac, collectively known as Semillas
Community
Schools
(“Semillas”),
have
established the only comprehensive public
school system in the City of Los Angeles that
serves the intellectual and cultural needs of
Indigenous children. Founded and operated by
Indigenous educators, mostly of Indigenous
Peoples from Mexico, Semillas provides a
unique educational alternative for Native
parents in the greater Los Angeles area, a region
that boasts the highest density of Indigenous

CE CENTETL CE XINAXTLI,
CE CENTETL CE TOCANI.

Peoples in the United States. Since opening in
2002, Semillas has continued to refine its global
reach, academic programs, cultural programs,
and expertise in curricular and professional
development.

“EDUCAR ES SEMBRAR LAS
SEMILLAS DEL PUEBLO.”
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The Anahuacalmecac autonomous
charter school design is founded upon
Native cultural knowledge and
intelligence.
We call this educational design MAIZE.
Anahuacalmecac provides students in our
community an opportunity to overcome
educational disadvantage with purposeful
opportunity. For thirteen years, Semillas has
provided
students
in
historically
disenfranchised communities of Los Angeles a
college
preparatory,
student-centered,
internationally-minded education.
Anahuacalmecac recruits families from the
neighborhoods east of the Los Angeles River,
from Boyle Heights to the boundaries of
unincorporated East Los Angeles. Our schools
attract families from the four directions of the
Los Angeles basin. Often after a few years of
attendance in our schools, parents have
relocated
from
a
previously
distant
neighborhood or city to be closer to their school
of choice. Parents who originally lived in Venice,
San Fernando, Compton and even Perris, Ca.
have reportedly moved into and around El
Sereno over the years in order to fully commit
to supporting their child’s educational path in
Semillas.

M.A.I.Z.E.
MAIZE stands for Metacognitive Ancestrybased Indigenous Zetetic Eduction. MAIZE of
course also refers to the indigenous corn plant
and seed – tonacayotl – ‘our flesh’, in Nahuatl.

At Anahuacalmecac the achievement gap becomes
clearly re-defined as one of a struggle for human
survival. For Indigenous Peoples this gap is more
than academic, it is a struggle for selfdetermination through ‘survivance’ - the dynamic,
imaginative, and lasting heart of Native peoples.
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It is estimated that over 45,000,000 people identify as being of Mexican or Central
American national origins in the United States. In fact, almost fifty percent of all
residents in greater Los Angeles are of Mexican national origin. According to
federal U.S. sources, at least 90% of Mexicans are of “Amerindian or mixed
Amerindian ethnicity.
MAIZE – The educational design of Semillas
Community Schools
The praxis of Metacognitive Ancestry-based
Indigenous Zetetic Eduction
Since 2002, Semillas Community Schools has
engaged in the practice of decolonizing,
regenerative education. In 2015, Semillas
consolidated the thirteen-year practice of
autonomous decolonizing education into a
coherent pedagogy, epistemology, methodologies
and praxis called Metacognitive Ancestry-based
Indigenous Zetetic Eduction (MAIZE). MAIZE
educational design is rooted in a principle of
sovereign knowledge particular to Indigenous
Peoples distinguishing knowledge as a
manifestation of both the origins and continuity of
knowledge that is both earth and culturally based.
MAIZE educational design aims to decolonize the
deculturalizing agency of schooling by grounding
Indigenous Peoples schools instead with in a
transformative culture of teaching and learning
that advances sovereignty and self-determination.
Through metacognitive analysis of what society
claims to know and how society deculturalizes
learners, teachers and learners transform the
process and purpose of education creating instead
opportunity for consciousness to align with
transformative agency. Within a framework and
through a body of ancestry-based knowledge,
Indigenous teachers and learners

contextualize the metacognitive process within
specific global and historical realities constructing
relationships of meaning relevant to the educand
and community through curriculum. In the process
of teaching and learning, indigeneity empowers the
practice and experience of remembering, being and
regenerating cultural ways of knowing and living
within the educational community. Constructing
meaning in the face of current global realities and
dynamics requires the creative seeking of
knowledge, understanding and meaning without
the presupposition of certainty. Zetetic eduction
places the process of education in continual search
for the context and outlines the relation between
learners and teachers as one of valued guidance
through the shared seeking of meaning and
construction of new knowledge.
Through MAIZE educational design, Semillas turns
principles of humanistic indigenous education
rooted in the ancestral kalmekak institutions of
central Mexico into a relevant modern practice of
college preparatory, life enriching, academically
rigorous way of transformative and culturally
responsive schooling.
Through a process of eductive teaching and
learning, Semillas Community Schools aims to
decolonize the process of schooling and give rise to
the regeneration of positive, meaningful and
successful educational communities dedicated to
both access to and success in teaching, learning and
preparing future generations of indigenous children
and youth.
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Semillas has grown to achieve academic success in groundbreaking dimensions of community-based schooling in North
America. Anahuacalmecac is an International Baccalaureate
World School, an Asia Society Hanban Confucius Classrooms
network school, a national Native Charter Schools Network
school, a David Lynch Foundation Quiet Time Program school,
an award recipient of the California Charter School
Association’s High Performing Charter School Grant Award and
most significantly, recently honored with the Seventh
Generation Fund’s “Firekeeper” award.

- Dr. Gregory Cajete,
University of New Mexico
professor and Author of
Igniting the Sparkle, An
Indigenous Science Education
Model

Anahuacalmecac maintains active programmatic ties with
UCLA, Occidental College, East Los Angeles College, Cal State
University Los Angeles, Pitzer College, Western University of
Medical Sciences, the California Department of Education and
the Secretary of Public Education of Mexico. Anahuacalmecac’s
instructional strategies are most effective in serving
Indigenous students living in the urban inner city countering
decades of recidivist schooling policies.
Over the past thirteen years, traditional elders and wisdom
keepers, scholars and students of culture have contributed to
the vision and community of Semillas. Our students have
engaged in a variety of international fora advancing the voice
and vision of our youth invoking, promoting and defending the
rights of all indigenous peoples while learning about their own
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“Reflection and critical thinking in all learning is necessary for the development of international-mindedness
and intercultural awareness. Investigating possible interpretations of any situation and consequent available
choices is part of being interculturally aware. With this awareness learners are able to become decentered
from any unilateral, culturally based assumptions and continually question the borders of their identity.”
- IB: Language and learning in IB programs
Multilingualism through Maternal Language
Nahuatl plays a critical role in the development of
critical thinking and global inclusiveness for our
students. With opportunity for both Nahuatl
immersion and Nahuatl language enrichment,
students at Anahuacalmecac can continue to think
and live holistically. To Indigenous Peoples,
maternal language is fundamental to a complete
and just education.

The Nahuatl linguistic and cultural paradigm
represents a direct link to the customs, history,
and way of thinking of one of the Americas’ most
influential cultures, the Toltec and Aztec diaspora.
However, there is now a danger that, in as little
as a few generations, Nahuatl could disappear as
a functional language as Spanish and English
become the primary means of communication for
the Azteca people.

All students also learn Spanish and English
through
a
modified
dual
immersion
methodology which provides instructional time
in all three languages of instruction.

This is not merely a switch to a new vocabulary
or grammatical system, it is a profound loss to
the world’s cultural diversity and ways of
knowing.
Consistent with international best practices as
an IB World School, Anahuacalmecac
recognizes multilingualism is:
• “a fact that best describes (as opposed to
prescribes) the reality of “a new linguistic
dispensation”
• a right (supported by, for example,
declarations from UNESCO on mothertongue entitlement and government
legislations for global language/lingua franca
education)
• for the IB, a resource and an opportunity for
engendering the ideals of internationalmindedness and intercultural awareness.” (IB:
Language and learning in IB programmes)

Each language is “a flash of the human spirit, the vehicle through which the soul of
each
comes
the material
world.”
Wade Davis
Each particular
language isculture
“a flash
of theinto
human
spirit, the
vehicle– through
which the soul of
each particular culture comes into the material world.” – Wade Davis
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Recognizing that our Council of Trustees and our schools’ community of families and students have
adopted the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, Semillas aims to further all of the rights
outlined in the Declaration with particular attention to the rights of Indigenous parents, and children.

Article 3
Indigenous peoples have the right to self-determination. By virtue of that
right they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their
economic, social and cultural development.

Article 4
Indigenous peoples, in exercising their right to self-determination, have
the right to autonomy or self-government in matters relating to their
internal and local affairs, as well as ways and means for financing their
autonomous functions.

Article 13
Indigenous peoples have the right to revitalize, use, develop and transmit
to future generations their histories, languages, oral traditions,
philosophies, writing systems and literatures, and to designate and retain
their own names for communities, places and persons.

Article 14
Indigenous peoples have the right to establish and control their
educational systems and institutions providing education in their own
languages, in a manner appropriate to their cultural methods of teaching
and learning. Indigenous individuals, particularly children, have the right
to all levels and forms of education of the State without discrimination.

Article 14 cont. Indigenous individuals, particularly children, have the right to all levels and forms
of education of the State without discrimination.
States shall, in conjunction with indigenous peoples, take effective measures, in order for indigenous
individuals, particularly children, including those living outside their communities, to have access,
when possible, to an education in their own culture and provided in their own language.
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Anahuacalmecac International University Preparatory of North America
Call us: (323) 352-3148

www.facebook.com/semillascommunityschools

Email us: communications@dignidad.org

www.instagram.com/semillascommunityschools

Visit us: www.dignidad.org

www.twitter.com/semillasschools

4736 Huntington Drive South

www.radical-regeneration.blogspot.com/

Los Angeles, CA 90032

ENROLLING NOW: www.bit.ly/enrollatsemillas

Scan the QR code with your
smartphone to instantly connect

At Semillas Community Schools, we value diversity and equality for all of our students, and we will not
discriminate against any student on the basis of ethnicity, national origin, gender, orientation or ability.

